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I. Reading Comprehension  (1 mark each) 

 

Read the following text, and then answer the questions below: 
 

 With the advancement in technology, 
people can now do various things at the 
comfort of their homes, and one of those 
things is electronic shopping which was 
invented by an English inventor 
named Michael Aldrich in 1979.  Electronic 
shopping allows people to buy things 
online without actually going to 
physical stores. The internet allows 
people to order everything from 
clothes to shoes to smart phones to 
appliances. 

Online shopping is the best option for 
people who do not have much time and are 
busy. It is a convenient way for people who 

can't handle crowded places and malls to 
shop, so they can order anything at any time 
from home. By browsing different shopping 
store websites or mobile phone applications 
e.g. Amazon, IKEA, Noon, SACO, eXtra and 
Jarir Book Store, you can choose the product 

according to your needs and make an 
online payment through your debit or 
credit card.  

However, there are some websites 
that are fake and provide you with 
great offers to tempt you and trick 

you at the end. In order to avoid being 
cheated later on, you should do online 
shopping carefully and wisely.

 
1) The best title for the text would be: 

a)  Physical Shopping Stores   c) Shopping Websites 

b)  Online Shopping     d) Shopping Applications 
 

 

2) When was electronic shopping invented? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

3) Who invented electronic shopping? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

4) Put (   ✓    ) for true  and   (       ) for false : 
 

1. [ _____ ] A debit or credit card can be used to make an online payment. 

2. [ _____ ] Online shopping websites are all safe. 

3. [ _____ ] Mobile phone applications are the only way to do online shopping. 
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II. Vocabulary  (½ mark each) 

 

1. Fill the blanks with the correct words 

 
 

 

 
 

1) Sarah___________________ her finger while she was opening the can.  

2) For better health, people should ___________________ eating junk food. 

3) I will write you a/an ___________________ as soon as I arrive home. 

4) Adnan won a big ___________________ in a TV game show. 

 

2. Circle the odd word 

 
 

1) head  –  eye   –  hand   –  kneepad 

2) telegram   – car     –   What's App    – e-mail 

 

 

3. Match each word with its meaning 

 
 

1) urgent ( )  unable to move out 

2) recover ( )  very important 

 ( )  get better 

 

4. Classify the words into their correct category  (One word doesn't belong to any) 

 

small   -   thobe   -   blue   -   large   -   cotton 

 
 

Material Size 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 
 

 

 

 
 

prize    -    cut   -   email  -   poverty   -   avoid 
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III. Grammar  (½ mark each) 

 

 

1. Choose the correct alternative 
 

1) He bought  ( myself   -   himself   -   herself   -   yourself )  a new tablet. 

2) I should   ( start   -   starts   -   started   -   starting )   a sport and exercise to be slim. 

3) Ali apologizes  (for take   -   to take   -   to taking   -   for taking )  my book . 

4) If Jinan had more money, she  (would buy   -   buying   -   bought   -   buy)  a new dress. 

5) How   (any   -   some   -   much   -   many)   cell phones have you bought? 

6) My father  (used   -   used to   -   is used   -   to used)   read printed newspaper. 

7) I guess,  ( there is   -   there are   -   is there   -   there some )  a cat on the porch. 

8) Ali:   I am happy.  Badr:  ( Neither do I   -   So I am   -   So am I   -   So I do) 

 

2. Do  as shown in parentheses. 

 
 

1) Abdullah doesn't drive _________________ [careful].   ( Use an adverb form)  

2) I don’t have much time.   I wish I ______________  more time. (Complete the wish) 

3) I always   [throw away the trash]   before I go to bed.  ( Rewrite with a pronoun object) 

• I always  ______________________________   before I go to bed. 

 

 

3. Tick ( ) the correct sentence form   

 
 

• [ _____ ]  I went to the doctor because I was sick. 

• [ _____ ]  I went to the doctor so I was sick. 
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IV. Composition  (6 Marks each) 

 

A) Guided Composition  

• Of no less than (70) words, write an email to a friend inviting him to a happy occasion 
 

Include your email the followings: Greeting – Opening – Content – Closing - Signing 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

B) Free Composition   

• Choose ONE topic and write about it. 
 

1- Spending My Money Wisely     (no less than 6 ways) 

2- An Accident I have Had or Heard. ( a description of no less than (50) words ) 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Finished & Regards 

_______________________ 
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:Composition -I 

A- Guided Composition:   
Write an email to advice Nasir that has problem in his new school  

 -short conversation -studentnew  -accepted  -sorry -feeling down -great  school :Guided words

participate- football team- get better   

Dear Nasir 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
hope to see you soon 

……………. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

B-  Free Composition: 

Write an essay about( accidents )  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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a-    healthy    #.....................................       b-gain weight  #............................... 

 

II -Grammar: 

A-Choose the correct answers: 

1- He bought ( himself – herself-ourselves ) a new tablet.   
2-I went to the doctor ( because – so-no ) I was sick. -  

3-How  (many - much -any)  cell phones have you bought ?  
4-When I was young, I _(used to- would-could) have a lot of  energy. I was always outside playing  

or riding my bike.  
5-Ali and Ahmad were  (boy-a boy-boys) who we saw them at the local school 
6- I bought ( some- any-not) rice. 

B-Do as shown between brackets: 
1-projector - no - There - is - in the class                  [Unscramble to make a sentence] 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- You __________ eat while driving.                       [  Give advice] 

3- You ought to ignore speed limits.                            [Make it negative] 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                              
Vocabulary: -III 

Match between the words and their pictures:-A 

1- 

 

 

 

  

 

:Match the words with the meanings -2 

    challenge-1 being in good health(   )  

2- recover   the historya period in (   )  

3-stone age     get better(   )  

     keep fit -4 "fight against(    )  

5-Of course  

: Circle the Odd words -3      

 

 

Give the antonyms for the words:-4    

 

1-feeling down           2- drums        3- ostrich      4- telegraph       5-junkfood 

 (      )                                              (       )                                           (       )                                                      (        )    

kneepad –finger  –eye  –ankle  -b        news - tea -prize  -money  -a 

 

2 

6 
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IV-Reading 

Read the following passage and answer the questions below:  

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Answer these question: 
  1 – What  is of the most famous building in the world.?   

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  2 - Was it the tallest building in the world?   

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

     3- Where can you find smaller copies of Eiffel Tower? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   

B- Write [ T ] for True or [ F ] for False : 

1- The tower got its name from its designer,.    

2- At present, it is without doubt one of the most recognizable memorial in Europe.  

C- Choose the right answer : 
      1. The tower opened to the public on  

         a-5 May 1889  b-6 May 1889  c-7 May 1889   

  2.  Eiffel Tower is a ,,,,,,,,,, high 

        a-324m                           b-325m                       c- 326m 

: onymFind the ant-D  

a- bigger #.....................................           b- shorter #...................... 

 

  

The Eiffel Tower 

The Eiffel Tower is one of the most famous building in the world. It is a 324m high 

structure in the center of Paris, France. Over the years, it has become a symbol of the 

city and the country. When they built it, The Eiffel Tower was the tallest building in the 

world. The tower got its name from its designer, Gustave Eiffel, and it build, from 1887 

Today, it is without doubt one of to 1889. The tower opened to the public on 6 May 1889. 

recognizable memorial in Europe, one that can be compared to the Statue of  the most

London. inerty in New York, and the Big Ben Lib 

 

However, soon after opening, newspapers were full of angry letters from people saying 

how much they hated the new building. This soon changed, and today it is very popular 

with millions of tourists who visit it every year. You can even find smaller copies of the 

structure in many cities around the world. 
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:Composition -I 

A- Guided Composition:   
Write an email to advice Nasir that has problem in his new school  

 -short conversation -new student -accepted  -sorry -feeling down -great  school :Guided words

participate- football team- get better   

Dear Nasir 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………any possible answer 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
hope to see you soon 

……………. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

B-  Free Composition: 

Write an essay about( accidents )  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………… any possible answer 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Model Answer 



a-    healthy    #.....unhealthy       b-gain weight  #. lose weight. 

 

II -Grammar: 

A-Choose the correct answers: 

1- He bought ( himself – herself-ourselves ) a new tablet.   
2-I went to the doctor ( because – so-no ) I was sick. -  

3-How  (many - much -any)  cell phones have you bought ?  
4-When I was young, I _(used to- would-could) have a lot of  energy. I was always outside playing  

or riding my bike.  
5-Ali and Ahmad were  (boy-a boy-boys) who we saw them at the local school 
6- I bought ( some- any-not) rice. 

B-Do as shown between brackets: 
1-projector - no - There - is - in the class                  [Unscramble to make a sentence] 

There is no projector in the class. 

2- You _should_ eat while driving.                       [  Give advice] 

3- You ought to ignore speed limits.                            [Make it negative] 

 You ought not to ignore speed limits.                            
Vocabulary: -III 

Match between the words and their pictures:-A 

1- 

 

 

 

  

 

:Match the words with the meanings -2 

    challenge-1 being in good health)  4(   

2- recover   the historya period in )  3(   

3-stone age     get better)  2(   

     keep fit -4 "fight against)   1(   

5-Of course  

: Circle the Odd words -3      

 

 

Give the antonyms for the words:-4    

 

 

1-feeling down           2- drums        3- ostrich      4- telegraph       5-junkfood 

 (   4   )                                          (  3     )                                           (     2  )                                                      (     1 

  )    

kneepad –finger  –eye  –ankle  -b        news - tea -prize  -money  -a 
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½ for each 

½ for each 

1 for each 



IV-Reading 

Read the following passage and answer the questions below:  

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Answer these question: 
  1 – What  is of the most famous building in the world.?   

The Eiffel Tower 

  2 - Was it the tallest building in the world?   

      Yes, it was. 

     3- Where can you find smaller copies of Eiffel Tower? 

     in many cities around the world.   

B- Write [ T ] for True or [ F ] for False : 

2- The tower got its name from its designer,.                                                      T  t 

3- At present, it is without doubt one of the most recognizable memorial in Europe.T  

C- Choose the right answer : 
      1. The tower opened to the public on  

         a-5 May 1889  b-6 May 1889  c-7 May 1889   

  2.  Eiffel Tower is a ,,,,,,,,,, high 

        a-324m                           b-325m                       c- 326m 

: onymFind the ant-D  

a- bigger #....smaller        b- shortest #....tallest 

 

 

The Eiffel Tower 

The Eiffel Tower is one of the most famous building in the world. It is a 324m high 

structure in the center of Paris, France. Over the years, it has become a symbol of the 

city and the country. When they built it, The Eiffel Tower was the tallest building in the 

world. The tower got its name from its designer, Gustave Eiffel, and it build, from 1887 

Today, it is without doubt one of to 1889. The tower opened to the public on 6 May 1889. 

recognizable memorial in Europe, one that can be compared to the Statue of  the most

erty in New York, and the Big Ben in London.Lib 

 

However, soon after opening, newspapers were full of angry letters from people saying 

how much they hated the new building. This soon changed, and today it is very popular 

with millions of tourists who visit it every year. You can even find smaller copies of the 

structure in many cities around the world. 
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½ for each 

½ for each 

½ for each 

1 for each 


